Animal and Human Personalities – Lecture course
Psychology 3780 A (CRN 11548) – Spring 2019
(Prerequisites: Two 2000-level PSYC courses)

Instructor: Jean-Baptiste Leca
E-mail: jeanbaptiste.leca@uleth.ca
Office: C880 (University Hall)
Office Hours: Tuesday from 9:30 to 11:30 am, or by appointment
Class Time: Wednesdays and Fridays from 11:00 am to 12:15 pm
(please note: Feb. 20th and 22nd are days off)
Classroom: D634 (University Hall)
Teaching Assistants: Sydney Chertoff (chertoff@uleth.ca), Anne Jones (anne.jones@uleth.ca)
General content and objectives:
Personality Psychology is the scientific study of the psychological forces that make people
uniquely themselves. This class aims to provide elements of answers to the following questions:
What defines who someone really is? How do we identify, measure, and explain personality in
humans and nonhuman animals? What is the source of the controversy over animal personality,
and how (at least some of) these controversial issues could be resolved? What are the genetic
bases, neuroanatomical substrates, and physiological mechanisms underlying personality
variation? What are the environmental correlates of personality differences? How can personality
affect individual health, well-being, survival, and reproductive success? What are the major
personality disorders? Because of the winnowing effect of natural selection, and because some
personality traits have important fitness consequences, how can we explain the evolution of
personality (i.e., the existence of consistent inter-individual differences in behavioural
tendencies)? Who cares about personality and why?

The list of topics addressed in this course includes:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Introduction to personality research: Definitions and implications
Theoretical perspectives on personality: How do theorists explain personality?
Methodological approaches: How is personality measured?
Overview of personalities across animal taxa
Ontogeny of personality: Heritability, parental and other environmental influences
Mechanisms underlying personality: genetic bases, neuroendocrine bases, and other
physiological mechanisms
Fitness consequences of personality
Evolutionary perspective on personality
Implications of personality research for conservation biology and animal welfare

Animal and Human Personalities (Lecture course)
Psychology 3780 A, Spring 2019
Instructor: Jean-Baptiste Leca

Lecture materials and recommended readings:
There is no textbook for this course. The lecture materials (available on Moodle) will consist of:
(1) Powerpoint slideshows (by the instructor and by the students) highlighting key theoretical
concepts, methodological aspects, and providing data-based evidence of the individual and
environmental underpinnings of personality;
(2) Academic journal articles (either data-based papers or review articles);
(3) Videos played in class to illustrate specific points.
Evaluation: Each student will be evaluated on the basis of: (1) two exams, (2) one term paper
[individual project], and (3) one oral presentation [group project].
(1) Exams (format: in-class written-format exams with multiple choice and/or short answers):
▪ Exam #1 – 25% of your final grade (scheduled on Feb. 27th). This test will include the
lecture materials covered during the first 12 sessions (Jan. 9th – Feb. 15th).
▪ Exam #2 – 35% of your final grade (scheduled during the final exam period between Apr.
9th and 17th). This exam will be more comprehensive, in that it will include about 70% of
questions related to the lecture materials covered during the final 11 sessions (Mar. 1st –
Apr. 5th) and about 30% of questions related to all the lecture materials covered during
the term.
Lecture materials will include:
▪ Lectures (based on powerpoint slideshows posted on Moodle)
▪ Recommended readings (please see below: list and corresponding weblinks)
▪ Videos played in class (also available on Moodle)
▪ Students’ oral presentations (including selected articles, slideshows, and subsequent inclass discussions)
(2) Term paper assignment – 20% of your final grade (format: word-processed APA-style short
literature review due by email to Sydney, Anne, and me on March 25th in the evening, before
midnight, length: 2,000 ± 200 words):
This assignment is a good opportunity for you to go into the animal/human personality research
in greater depth and to practice your writing skills.
First, you should select from the literature two original data-based articles (not literature reviews)
that present two complementary/different approaches to answering a particular question about
personality (e.g., two papers presenting different methods to investigate parental influences on
offspring personality in the same species, or two papers presenting consistent results about the
relationships between personality and predation risk in two different species, or two papers
presenting contrasting results on the relationships between personality and health/disease, or
two papers presenting different data-based implications of personality research on
conservation/welfare issues). If you have any doubts about whether the papers you selected are
suitable or not, feel free to send them to Sydney, Anne, and/or me for approval or further advice.
Second, you should prepare a short essay (2,000 ± 200 words, not including the required Abstract
and References sections) (a) providing some background information on the question being
addressed, (b) explaining how these two approaches are complementary/different, and (c)
suggesting future research directions to further investigate this question.
The itemized evaluation sheet for term paper assignments will be available on Moodle.
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(3) Oral presentation – 20% of your final grade
In this exercise, you are required to form a small group of students to prepare and give a short
oral presentation about one data-based article taken from a large list of 62 suitable articles
available on Moodle (with a reference number for each article). I made this list to provide you
with a wide array of possible implications of personality research.
The ideal presentation will consist of a short PowerPoint slideshow (rather than Prezi, Google
Slides, or any other softwares) summarizing the Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion
sections of the article in about 12 minutes (timing will also be part of the evaluation!). A brief (35 minutes) in-class discussion may follow, depending on whether the class has questions or not.
The ideal group size is 3 to 4 students per group. All group members will receive the same grade
(whether you share the presentation time among group members or you select one group
member to present on behalf of the rest of the group), based on the assumption that you all
participated the same way in the preparation of the presentation.
From Jan. 9th at 4 pm, an oral presentation schedule sheet will be pinned up on my office door
(C880, University Hall). Once your group is settled and you agreed on a presentation date, please
come to my office and clearly write down the last and first names of your group members and the
reference number of the article you selected in one of the 19 options available, from Jan. 18th to
Apr. 5th on a first come first served basis. Also, please make sure that the article you selected is
not already mentioned on the schedule sheet. If so, please select another one. The deadline to
have all the names and reference numbers written down on the schedule sheet is: Jan. 23th
(Wednesday) at 6 pm.
The itemized evaluation sheet for oral presentations will be available on Moodle.
Bonus – Participation in studies in the Department of Psychology:
After your final grade has been calculated, you can have an additional 2% (maximum) added onto
your final grade if you have participated in the research studies in the Department of Psychology.
This will give you an opportunity to experience how psychological research is conducted.
Directions for studies: You will receive an email with your Login name and password. It is
IMPORTANT that you keep this information. You will use your user name and password
[psyc3780a], once you have signed in you may change your password. Please go to
http://psychleth.sona-systems.com and sign in.
NB: Studies for the Spring semester will be running from Jan. 16 to Apr. 6, 2019 (please mark these
dates on your calendar). Further studies and timeslots may be added. So please keep checking,
but remember this is on a first come first served basis. Note that there is no guarantee that all
students will be able to achieve the maximum credit.
There will be NO transfer of credits between courses. If you are registered in another course that
offers credits, a second email will be sent to you with a different email and password. Sign up in
the course to which you want your credits to be assigned. If you complete the same study twice,
your credits in both courses will be taken away and your Sona accounts deactivated.
If you are experiencing problems, please contact Leanne Wehlage-Ellis at wehlage@uleth.ca.
Grading: The following ranges will be employed in assigning grades in this course:
A+: 93.1 – 100
B:
77.1 – 81.0
C-: 61.1 – 65.0
A:
89.1 – 93.0
B-: 73.1 – 77.0
D+: 57.1 – 61.0
A-: 85.1 – 89.0
C+: 69.1 – 73.0
D:
50.0 – 57.0
B+: 81.1 – 85.0
C:
65.1 – 69.0
F:
< 49.9
In accordance with the U of L Calendar: A = Excellent, B = Good, C = Satisfactory, D = Poor, F = Fail
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Lecture organization:
Classroom regulations:
(1) Please arrive to class on time. If you are late, please sit at the back to minimize disruption. The
instructor will be careful not to run overtime so please remain seated until the end of class.
(2) If you are disrespectful to other members of the class, you will be asked to leave.
(3) Please turn off your cell phones while in class (this falls under being disrespectful).
(4) Relevant interruptions and class participation are welcomed but please raise your hand in
order to ask questions or to make comments. Questions that are emailed may also be
discussed in class.
Exam regulations:
(1) Exam #1 will be returned to you and corrected versions of the exams will be posted on Moodle.
Exam #2 will not be returned but can be reviewed during office hours or by appointment. If
you feel that you were marked unfairly or that marks were missed on your exam, please
prepare a short statement explaining the problem. The question will then be re-graded and
marks adjusted (up or down as is warranted) at the instructor’s discretion.
(2) No accommodation will be made for poor performance on exams. Additional work will not be
assigned for those who wish to improve their grades.
(3) Students can write missed exams only on two conditions:
a) They must notify the instructor (jeanbaptiste.leca@uleth.ca) BEFORE the exam
b) They must provide an appropriate and official documentation to support any extenuating
circumstances, which are beyond their control and make it impossible to write the exam.
These two conditions must be met before a make-up test can be scheduled. If not, missed exams
automatically receive a score of zero.
Academic accommodations:
It is the students’ responsibility to request academic accommodations. If you are a student with a
documented disability who may require academic accommodations and have not registered with
the Accommodated Learning Centre, please contact them at 403-329-2766. Students who have
not registered with the Accommodated Learning Centre are not eligible for formal academic
accommodations. You are also required to discuss your need with your instructor no more than
14 days after the start of the course.
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Recommended readings: (topics are highlighted in yellow; links should open the PDFs directly, but in some
cases the persistent link goes only to the abstract, and a second click is required to open the PDF)
Introduction to personality research: Definitions and implications
Gosling SD. (2001). From mice to men: What can we learn about personality from animal research?
Psychological Bulletin, 127, 45-86.
http://ovidsp.ovid.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&CSC=Y&NEWS=N&PAGE=fulltext&AN=
00006823-200101000-00004&D=ovft&PDF=y
Nettle D, Penke L. (2010). Personality: bridging the literatures from human psychology and behavioural
ecology. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B-Biological Sciences, 365, 4043-4050.
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/365/1560/4043.full.pdf+html
Sih A, Bell AM, Johnson JC, Ziemba RE. (2004). Behavioral syndromes: An integrative overview. The
Quarterly Review of Biology, 79, 241-277.
http://search.ebscohost.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/login.aspx?direct=true&db=a9h&AN=14325681&sit
e=ehost-live&scope=site
Theoretical perspectives on personality: How do theorists explain personality?
Itoh K. (2002). Personality research with non-human primates: Theoretical formulation and methods.
Primates, 43, 249-261.
http://link.springer.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/article/10.1007/BF02629652
See also the erratum:
http://link.springer.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/content/pdf/10.1007%2Fs10329-004-0105-9.pdf
Methodological approaches: How is personality measured?
Bell AM, Hankison SJ, Laskowski KL. (2009). The repeatability of behaviour: a meta-analysis. Animal
Behaviour, 77, 771-783.
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/science/article/pii/S0003347209000189
Carter AJ, Feeney WE, Marshall HH, Cowlishaw G, Heinsohn R. (2013). Animal personality: what are
behavioural ecologists measuring? Biological Reviews, 88, 465-475.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/doi/10.1111/brv.12007/epdf
Overview of personalities across animal taxa
Gosling SD. (2008). Personality in non-human animals. Social and Personality Psychology Compass, 2, 9851001.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/doi/10.1111/j.1751-9004.2008.00087.x/epdf
Jones AC, Gosling SD. (2005). Temperament and personality in dogs (Canis familiaris): A review and
evaluation of past research. Applied Animal Behaviour Science, 95, 1-53.
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/science/article/pii/S0168159105000997
Ontogeny of personality
Stamps J, Groothuis TGG. (2010). The development of animal personality: relevance, concepts and
perspectives. Biological Reviews, 85, 301-325.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/doi/10.1111/j.1469-185X.2009.00103.x/epdf
Groothuis TGG, Trillmich F. (2011). Unfolding Personalities: The Importance of Studying Ontogeny.
Developmental Psychobiology, 53, 641-655.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/doi/10.1002/dev.20574/epdf
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Mechanisms underlying personality: genetic bases, neuroendocrine bases, and other physiological
mechanisms
van Oers K, de Jong G, van Noordwijk AJ, Kempenaers B, Drent PJ. (2005). Contribution of genetics to the
study of animal personalities: a review of case studies. Behaviour, 142, 1185-1206.
http://search.ebscohost.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/login.aspx?direct=true&db=a9h&AN=18631023&sit
e=ehost-live&scope=site
Coppens CM, de Boer SF, Koolhaas JM. (2010). Coping styles and behavioural flexibility: towards underlying
mechanisms. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B-Biological Sciences, 365, 4021-4028.
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/365/1560/4021.full.pdf+html
Fitness consequences of personality
Dall SRX, Houston AI, McNamara JM. (2004). The behavioural ecology of personality: consistent individual
differences from an adaptive perspective. Ecology Letters, 7, 734-739.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/doi/10.1111/j.1461-0248.2004.00618.x/epdf
Smith, B. R., & Blumstein, D. T. (2008). Fitness consequences of personality: a meta-analysis. Behavioral
Ecology, 19, 448-455.
http://beheco.oxfordjournals.org.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/content/19/2/448.full.pdf+html
Evolutionary perspective on personality
Wolf M, Weissing FJ. (2012). Animal personalities: consequences for ecology and evolution. Trends in
Ecology and Evolution, 27, 453-461.
http://0-www.sciencedirect.com.darius.uleth.ca/science/article/pii/S0169534712001139
Reale D, Dingemanse NJ, Kazem AJN, Wright J. (2010). Evolutionary and ecological approaches to the study
of personality. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B-Biological Sciences, 365, 3937-3946.
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/365/1560/3937.full.pdf+html
Implications of personality research for conservation biology and animal welfare
Coleman K. (2012). Individual differences in temperament and behavioral management practices for
nonhuman primates. Applied Animal Behaviour Science, 137, 106-113.
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.alu.talonline.ca/science/article/pii/S0168159111002462
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